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1. INTRODUCTION 
The inverse scattering method for the solution of the initial-value 
problem for the Kortewegde Vries equation 
24, + u, + uu, + u,,, = 0 (xER, t>O) 
4x3 0) = q(x) (xER) 
(1.1) 
predicts that, whenever C&X) is a positive function with sufficient smooth- 
ness and decay at infinity, then the solution u(x, t) of (1.1) will contain at 
least one “soliton” or “solitary wave” which propagates undiminished in 
amplitude as t increases. On the other hand, Strauss [6] showed that solu- 
tions of the initial-value problem for the generalized Korteweg-de Vries 
equation 
u, + u, + upu, + U,xr = 0 (xER, t>O) 
4% 0) = v(x) (xER) 
(1.2) 
(p > 0 an integer) may decay to zero in L” norm as t + co, even if q(x) 
is positive and well-behaved, provided p > 4. This result can be thought of 
as illustrating the role of the dispersive term u%, in governing the soliton- 
like behavior of solutions of problem (1.2). 
It is noteworthy that the exponent p = 4 which occurs in Strauss’ result 
has also been found to be critical as regards other aspects of problem (1.2). 
For example, the proof given in [S] of global existence of solutions of (1.2) 
for smooth initial data holds only in the case p < 4. Also, in [4] (see also 
[2, 71) it is shown that solitary-wave solutions of (1.2) are stable if and 
only if p < 4. 
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In light of various studies which show that solutions of the Benjamin- 
Bona-Mahony equation 
share many of the remarkable properties of solutions of (1.1) it is of 
interest to investigate the behavior of solutions of the initial-value problem 
u, + u, + 24%, - u,,, = 0 (xER, t>O) 
4% 0) = q(x) (xER) 
(1.3) 
(p > 0 an integer) as compared to solutions of (1.2). In particular, it has 
been found that (1.3) possesses global solutions for smooth initial data (the 
proof given in [S] for p = 1 extends easily to the general case), and that 
solitary-wave solutions of (3) are stable if p < 4 [2 J. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove Theorem 1 below, which is an 
analogue for problem (1.3) of Strauss’ result on L” decay of solutions of 
(1.2). Theorem 1, which states that solutions of (1.3) with small initial data 
will decay when p > 4, is similar to Theorem 2 of [ 11, but the latter result 
only handles the case p > 6. The proof given here for Theorem 1 follows the 
same lines as Strauss’ proof in [6], but requires, in addition, a rather care- 
ful estimate for solutions of the linearization of (1.3), as well as estimates 
on the spatial derivatives of solutions of (1.3). 
It remains an open question whether general small-amplitude solutions 
of (1.1) or (1.2) will decay in L” norm for any values of p which are less 
than or equal to 4. 
The statement of Theorem 1 is given in the following section. Then, in 
Section 3, the above-mentioned estimate for the linearization of (1.3) is 
obtained, and finally the proof of Theorem 1 is given in Section 4. 
2. STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULT 
For 1 <p < co, the symbol Lp will denote the space of measurable func- 
tions f: R + R with the norm Ifl, = (JZa, If(x)1 p &)‘@; while L” denotes 
the space of functionsfsuch that lfl, = ess sup,,n If(x)1 is finite. 
The Fourier transform is here defined, for smooth functions f(x) with 
compact support, by 
f(k) = JI, eikxf(x) dx. 
As usual, the definition is extended by continuity to the space of tempered 
distributions on R, and the Sobolev space H” (SE R) is defined to be the 
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subspace of tempered distributions f such that f(k) is a function and the 
norm Ilflj,Y = (joO3o (1 + lk1*)” v(k)12 dk)1/2 is finite. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose p> 4. Then there exists 6 >O such that if 
I’pJI+(‘p’I,+ l(~p\1~<6, then the solution u(x, t) of(1.3) satisfies 
lu(x, t)l <A(1 + t)-“3 
for all t > 0 and x E R, where A does not depend on x or t. 
Remark. As noted in [ 11, problem (1.3) is well-posed if cp is assumed 
to lie in an L* Sobolev space of sufficiently high order. In particular, if 
cp E H4, then (1.3) has a classical solution u(x, t), which, for any T> 0, is 
unique in the class of continuous bounded functions on R x [0, T]. 
3. ESTIMATE FOR THE LINEARIZED EQUATION 
The proof which will be given for Theorem 1 depends on the estimate 
stated below in Lemma 7 for solutions of the linearized problem 
u, + u.x - UX.YI =0 
44 0) =44x). 
(3.1) 
Using the Fourier transform method, one finds that the solution of (3.1) 
is given by 
u(x, t) = & jy ei”9(k”4(k) dk, 
cc 
where 
h,(k) = g(k) - ctk; 
g(k) =&y 
and 
ct = (x/t). 
(3.2) 
The arguments used in this section are similar to those used in proving 
Lemma 2 of [ 11; thus, the notation used will accord with that of [ 13, and 
occasionally references will be made to arguments used in that paper. 
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LEMMA 1. Suppose h;(k) and h:(k) do not vanish for a < k d b. Then 
for all crER and t> 1. 
ProoJ: It is no loss of generality to assume hj((k) > 0. One then has 
~[Obei’~“)fdk~ =I ~~b(ith:(k)e’f”XC’))(&)dkl 
=I~{~~bei’ha(k)(~)dk+[~]~~~il 
4{fab [g++ j&g+&} 
1 2 2 
’ 7 s - Ih&(a)l -I- - 1 (h&(b)1 
LEMMA 2. Suppose g”(k) # 0 for k, <k <k,. Then there exists a 
constant A > 0 such that 
for all UER, t> 1. 
(3.3) 
ProoJ: We may assume that g”(k) > 0 on [k,, k2]. Define tlj = g’(k,) for 
i = 1,2; and for any CI E R, define k, E [k,, k,] by 
k,=k, if ~<a, 
h;(k,) = 0 if cr,dcrGcc, 
k,=k, if cr>cr,. 
Since hi(k) =g”(k) is bounded away from zero on [k,, k,], it follows 
from Taylor’s theorem that there exist positive constants A, 6, and v such 
that for all c1 E [a, -q, ~1~ + q], 
KW)l 2 A Ik - k if Jk-k,l <6 (3.4) 
Mk)l 2 A if [k-k,1 >6. (3.5) 
Now, if 014 [a, -q, a2 + q], then (h;(k)1 2 A > 0 for all k E [k,, k2], and 
(3.3) follows immediately from Lemma 1. Therefore it suffices to consider 
CIE [cc, -q?, a2 +q], and so we may assume that (3.4) and (3.5) hold. 
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From (3.5) and Lemma 1, it follows that there exists A > 0 such that 
for all t >, 1. It remains to estimate jlkPkal Gb erfhzCk) d . If 6 < t -‘j2, then 
ijlk-kk,,G ei’hu(k) dkl < 26 < 2t- ‘I2 On the other hand, if 6 > t-l’*, then .
i- JkyI,: ,,* eirhy(k) dk ( 
and an application of Lemma 1 together with (3.4) shows that the right- 
hand side of the above inequality is less than At-1’2. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose g”(k,) = 0, g”‘(kl) # 0, and g”(k) # 0 for k, <k < k,. 
Then there exists a constant A > 0 such that 1s: eihaCk’* dkl < At-Ii3 for all 
a E R, t > 1. The same result holds ifg”(k2) = 0, g”‘(kz) # 0, and g”(k) # 0 for 
k,<k<k,. 
Proof. We may assume that g”(k) > 0 on (k,, k2], and that g”‘(kl) > 0. 
Define ai=g’(k,) for i= 1,2; and for any c1 E R, define k, E [k,, k2] as in 
the proof of Lemma 2. 
As in Lemma 4 of [ 11, it is seen that there exist CQ > aI, k, = k,, > k,, 
and q > 0, such that if a E [a, -q, a3 + ~1 and k E [k,, k3] then 
IUk)l LA I&-k,1 .lk-kl if lk-k,l < Ik,-k,I (3.6) 
IUk)l >/A lk-k,12 if Ik-k,l >lk,-k,l. (3.7) 
By assumption, g”(k) # 0 on [k3, k,], and so the desired estimate for 
sg eihzCk)’ dk follows from Lemma 2. Furthermore, if a 4 [a, - q, a3 + q] 
then [h&(k)1 > A for all k E [k,, k3], and hence the desired estimate for 
fft: eihuck)’ dk f o 11 ows from Lemma 1. Therefore, it is enough to estimate 
s z eih”(k)’ dk when a E [a1 - q, a3 + n], and we may assume henceforth that 
(3.6) and (3.7) are valid. 
Define 6 = Ik, - k,l, and consider first jlkPkzl c6 eihStkjr dk. If 6 d t-‘j3, 
then this integral is majorized by 2t ~ ‘j3. If, on the other hand, 6 3 tP113, 
write 
eihz(k)’ d  + I I 
eihx(k)r & . 
Ik-k,l<r-‘f3 r-“3<~k-kz~<~ 
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The first integral on the right-hand side is again majorized by 2t-“3, while 
for the second integral, (3.6) and Lemma 1 yield 
It remains to consider 
I 
e4Vdr & 
ks Ckl,kj 
Ike-k,l > a 
e&(k)r dk = jk3 
k, + 6 
Again, look separately at the cases 6 3 t- ‘I3 and 6 d t ~ “3. In the first case, 
(3.7) and Lemma 1 imply that IS:‘+, eihzck)’ dkl 6 (A/t)[ l/S’] < AtP’13. 
In the second case, write Il$+ 6 eihNCk)’ dkl < Ji;I im1’3 eihxCkjr dkl + 
IJf:+ ,.. 1,3 eihnck)’ dkl. Then the first integral on the right-hand side is 
majorized by t -‘j3, while the desired estimate for the second integral is 
again obtained from (3.7) and Lemma 1. Thus the proof of Lemma 3 is 
complete. 
LEMMA 4. There exists a constant A > 0 such that 
for all c( E R and t > 0. 
ProoJ: By symmetry, it is enough to prove the result for j;” erhZCk)’ dk.
For a < 0, define k, E [2, 00 ) by 
k, = 0 if a <g’(2) 
h;(k,) = 0 if g’(2) < CI < 0. 
As in Lemma 5 of [l], it is seen that there exist numbers q < 0 and 
0 < Y < 1 such that if c( E [ -v, 0), then for all k E [2, co), 
IW)l 2 (A/k:) Ik - k,l if (k-k,1 <rk, (3.8) 
(h&(k)1 2 A/k2 if lk-k,l ark,, (3.9) 
where A > 0 is independent of CC 
To estimate ~~9eih~Ck)t dk, first consider the case t’j9 d k,( 1 -r). Then, 
from (3.9) and Lemma 1, it follows that 
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Therefore, it suffices to consider the case 
t1’9 > k,( 1 - r). (3.10) 
Write the integral to be estimated as 
eihz’k)r dk. (3.11) 
2 erhN’k’r dk= i 2 < k G I’.‘~ eihz’k’r dk + 1 2 < k < ~‘1~ 
Ik - k,l < rk, Ik - kzl b rk, 
Again, using (3.9) and Lemma 1, the second integral on the right-hand side 
of (3.11) may be majorized by 
; [A + A?“] <At’-“3). 
Now let A = (kz/t)“2, and write the first integral on the right-hand side of 
(3.11) as 
i 
e’Mk)’ & + 
i 
e4’Wf & (3.12) 
Ik ~ k,l G i 
The first integral in (3.12) may be majorized by 21, whereas for the second 
integral, (3.8) and Lemma 1 give 
Therefore, it is seen that (3.12) may be majorized by AA. However, from 
(3.10), we have 1= (ki/t)1’2 d A((t”‘)‘/t)“’ < II~“~. Thus it is shown that 
LL 
(r’? e&‘k’r &I < /f-1/3, and the proof of Lemma 4 is complete. 
LEMMA 5. There exists a constant A > 0 such that ljlk, G ,W erhuCk)’ dkJ < 
At-‘13for any CCER, t> 1. 
Proof. Apply Lemma 3 to the integral of eihxCkJr over the intervals 
C--2,-J51t [-,I’% -11, C-1,01, CO, 11, Cl,*], and C&,2], and 
apply Lemma 4 on the intervals [ - t1i9, - 21 and [2, t1j9]. 
LEMMA 6. There exists a constant A > 0 such that lfik, 2 (I19 eihmCk)‘@(k) d l
dAI/cp/I,t~“3forallcp~H4,~~R,andt~1. 
Proof: For k > 0, we have 
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e”m’k”q(k) dk <j-z l@(k)l dk 
l/2 
< (1 +k)* l$(k)j*dk (1 +k)-8 dk 
Of course the same proof holds for k < 0. 
LEMMA 7. There exists a constant A > 0 such that Is?m eihUCk)‘4(k) dkl 
~A(~~~,+~~~~~4)(1+t)~“3forallcr~Randt>0. 
Proof: For 0 < t < 1, we have 
-cc 
eihaCk)‘$(k) dk < Jz l4(k)l dk 
-a3 
O” Cl+ lW* l@(k)l’dk 
1 112 
< 
--co (1+ Ikl)zdk 
GA Il~ll2~A(l44, + Ilvlld 
Therefore it s&ices to consider the case t > 1. 
Let g(k, t) = ei(k’(k2+1))rX{ IkJ < t’19). Then Ijzm e’ha(k)‘@(k) &I = 
lfZm e -ikXq(k, t)@(k) dk + jIkI 2 ,we ihu’k”@(k) dkl < A 14(x, t) * cp(x)l, + 
A( 11~114) t-“3 by Lemma 6. However, Lemma 5 asserts that I&x, t)l m < 
Atp”3. Therefore, 14(x, t) * rp(x)l, < I&x, t)l, 1~1~ <A 1~1, t-‘13. Thus it 
is proved that IJ:m eihuCk)’ @(k)dkl <A(lql,+ (IpIJ4)tp1’3. Since t2 1, one 
has t-‘/3 < A(1 + t)-‘13, and the proof of Lemma 7 is complete. 
4. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT 
Let S,cp(x) denote the solution u(x, t) of the linearized problem (3.1). 
Then solutions of the inhomogeneous equation 
w, + wx - wxxt = (Gk t)), (4.1) 
may easily be seen to satisfy the variation-of-parameters formula 
4-c t) = S,(w(x, 0)) - 1; S,,-,,(x *G(x, 7)) dt, 
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where X(x) = i(sign ~)e-‘~“, and * denotes convolution with respect o the 
x variable. Hence, the solution of (1.3) satisfies 
u(x, t) = s,cp + j; qpr) (x * 5) dr. 
Moreover, differentiating (1.3) yields 
(u,), + (UXL - (%)xX, = - (UP%), 
and hence v = u, satisfies 
u(x, t)=S&$)-j’S+.,(X *u%)dz. 
0 
Now define 
4(t)= sup {(lu(t)lCz + l%S(~)l,)(~ +T)1’3+ ll~ll‘& 
O<T<f 
It will be shown that 
For this purpose, we will make use of the two estimates 
11% * till,= 
IK ) 
j$ (1 + k’)“/‘$(k) 11 
0 
,<A l/(1 +k2)““-‘)‘2)~(k)((0=A Il$llswl. 
From (4.3) and Lemma 7, one has 
14, GA(lv’l, + llv’llzd(1 +t)-L’3 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
409/141/2-16 
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Also 
(here we used Iu,~,( m < A llu,,Il I 6 Mt)). 
Since jh (1 +z) (1-p)/3(1+(t-~))1/3d~<A(1+t)-1’3 (when p>4), it 
follows that 
(1 +w3 Iul, <AL-(WI, + Ilcplls)+ M~))p+ll. (4.5) 
Next, from (4.2) one has 
bl, GA(lcpll+ IIvII4Nl +t)-1’3 
But 
IX * #p+lll < lup+‘I1 < lul”,-’ 11~112 
< A(q(t)) 
/I+‘(1 +T)(L-Pv3 
and 
I/X * up+‘I14d llUPf1113 
~~A(Il~P--2(~x)311 + II~p--IwxxII + II~P~rxxlI > 
e+K2 klz, lb,lI + Id:-- Iuvlm lIUY,lI + Id”, lI~.Y,,II > 
d 4dt)) P+l (1 +,)(I-/d/3, 
Again, for p > 4 it follows that 
~~+~~1’31~I,~~{~lcp11+lI~l14~+~~~~~~P+1~. (4.6) 
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Finally, from (4.2) one has 
~~(llcpIls+4(~)P+‘). (4.7) 
Adding (4.5), (4.6), and (4.7) then gives (4.4). The statement of 
Theorem 1 now follows from (4.4) by a familiar argument. Choose a 
number q > 0 such that q > AqP + ‘, where A is the same constant appearing 
in (4.4). Choose 6>0 such that if ((cp11+Icp’l,+IlcpI15)<6, then q(O)<q 
and 
?~~C~lcpI~+Icp’l,+Ilcplls~+~P+ll. (4.8) 
Then Iq~Il+lcp’l,+/~cp~/5<6 must imply q(r)<? for all tg0. For 
otherwise, by the continuity of q(t), we would have q(r) = r] for some t, and 
then (4.8) would contradict (4.4). 
Note added in proof Recently, G. Ponce and L. Vega have extended Strauss’ results on L” 
decay of solutions of (1.2) to values of p strictly less than 4. 
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